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OFFERING

 Here are our
shadowbox stomachs, 
our hexed 
 esophagi—here 
 are our secret 
  collarbones,
  our stretch-
  marks. 
 We offer you
   the thin ghosts  
we have kept
in us all 
 our tired years.  
  Release them.
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HISTORIOGRAPHY

Let’s pretend to tell this story. Once, body began. 
Then body fattened, deformed. Now body is expiring. 

No space for body on the barstool. No space for body 
in the plus-size store. No space for body in the poetry. No

space for body at the cool kids’ party. No space for body 
on the exam table. Definitely no space for body in the family 

plot. Body all that potential. Body all that fat. Body tries, 
persists, survives. Body stops trying. Stops persisting.

Body all those nights and all those pizzas. Body binges
and body purges. Body wakes up and does it all over again.
 

Body the disorder. Body the monster. Body the rot. 
Body such wasting. Body the things that could have been 
 

helped. Let’s really tell this story now. Body hoped 
to be beautiful but never even came close.
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GENTLE ANTAGONISM

In that other place I have never been to
where only faces matter, everyone’s cheeks 
are coated in the same purifying clay mask
and the only talk of size is about pores. 

The new millennium says we can love ourselves 
and it’s kind of funny when it doesn’t happen. We coin 
terms and write definitions but we don’t believe 

our own bullshit. I am very charming sometimes. 
Unreligious always. Most days I shout into the orchid 
plant because I haven’t killed her yet and I can’t understand. 
She blooms stupidly into this gray home every four months. 

Who even am I? In that strange other place I see an outfit 
I like in the shop window, it fits me flawlessly, and I walk 
home wearing it. I am a perfect fucking blossom.
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fat (adj.)1

With respect to bulk or condition

In an unfavorable sense: 
Overcharged with fat; 
  corpulent;
 obese.

I am a fat woman. I’m the fattest woman 
who ever lived. Sometimes I am so fat
I can barely push my lungs open. I never 
thought I’d be this fat. The fatter I get 
the more I understand I might be fat forever. 
What could you possibly know about a fat 
body unless you’ve lived in one? Being 
fat is often like being dead. Fat people are 
the most visible invisibles.  
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fat (adj.)2

Having carried an unbearable weight or burden (lit. & fig.)

In a favorable sense:
Resilient; against all 
 odds; strong;
 persistent.

I am a fat woman. I’m the fattest woman 
who ever lived. As I get fatter my skin gets 
tougher. I have developed a powerful immunity 
to stares, cruelties, men on the bus moving 
over two whole seats to make room for me. 
At my fattest I am safest. I am impenetrable. 
I am more visible than you’d care for me to be. 
I am taking up your space: I am here. And God said,
make the heart of this people fat.
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The only
body in
the entire
world
I will
ever hate
is my own.
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TOPOGRAPHY OF ALTERNATES

Sometimes I can’t move    
when I think 

about all the people  
who have ever died 

and how their bones    
are piled on top of one 

another through different  
ages and layers of earth

Could there be a single  
square foot of land 

that doesn’t have some- 
where in its history a grave 

I tirelessly consider  
exhuming myself from myself 

 
Is there another body 

buried underneath this one 

and could it carry inside it  
a necropolis of other 

bodies that I’ll always love  
better than my own 

So often these days I can’t  
move and I think 

let me age and die  
as gracelessly as possible

Like the trunk of an ancient 
giant sequoia 

gnarled wrinkled and fat  
This is my least favorite life
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FAT DREAM WITH GIANT SQUID 

Wrapped  only in a white silk scarf printed end-to-end 
with a giant  squid, I woke up before I could understand the squid’s 
stories were  my stories, about too-bright land-light and being draped 
over a bathtub,  flattened and stretched, neither of us with much fight
left in her.   Our grand mantles stiff, they studied and adored us for 
our terrible- ness, our monster—we ate their gods, their children, 
anything we could find; wrapped fat death around their ship masts, 
became bigger  and bigger, coveted this enormity. Yes, the threat of us: 
the truth of  fear before the soothe of its passing. In air we deflated, 
shrank  like we never had bodies to begin with. We liked that even 
though we knew it meant we were dying. They sewed up our mouths 
so we would  stop eating and breathing, till they could stand
beside us  without dread, stroking our hollowed out faces, 
our cold skin, our collapsed, irredeemable bodies. 
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ALL SHE KNEW

My mother said, when I eat too much I can’t breathe,  
so she stopped eating. It was all she knew to do. 

Once she was on this diet where she only ate bowls of 
sliced strawberries steeped in skim milk, sprinkled

with a single packet of Sweet’N Low. I tried it and thought 
it was sort of like a milkshake. She said, here’s

what happened to me, don’t let it happen to you, so I 
stopped letting the boys touch my new breasts and

was always afraid. She left a box of tampons on my bed  
with a note that said: WELCOME TO THE CLUB. 

It was all she knew to do. I learned bagels and ice cream.  
She said, what’s happening to your body, it happened 

to mine too. Hold yourself in. Lock yourself in the bathroom.  
Never eat at dinner. It was all she knew to do.  
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We come from a place where there are secret freezers filled with elegant cakes,
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and the cookie jars are refilled with good intentions every night, then strictly monitored.
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TRAJECTORY

The apparatus of / larger parts / slit-like and roofed / rose-pink during life /
formed by the inner surface / and resembling a large quantity of fat / reflected / continuous 
/ connected to / each jaw / entirely concealed within / the lips 

These depressions / are so named / owing to the absence / of food / then lower / are the 
roots / called wisdom / bearing a strong resemblance to / parabolic arches / fellow / faces in 
/ the curve 

The oblique / correspondence between / a soft body / and a thin / layer of / pulp / the hard-
est / most numerous / structures resemble bone / permanent and temporary / evidence / of 
the future / with all its / peripheral / axes 

By the time / the process is not completed / the pressure / at the roof of the mouth / termi-
nates in / a close plexus / slightly overlapping / branches of / detachment / here and there / 
filaments / of the ordinary 

When the mouth is wide open / for the cure / that part / is about / internal openings / com-
posed / between / numerous crypts / the tumor necessarily / a body in / the body 

Nerves descend in close contact with / a higher up / (almost always) / in the museum / nu-
merous / vessels / are derived from / the greatest care / morbid deposits / allowed to remain 
/ only hasten the fatal tissue 

Necessary to avoid / the part / that would appear / to be better / but the edges / differ from 
the other great / boundaries / right / above / lies / the terminal part / of the measurement 

Exposed / viscera / is reflected / continuously / between the layers / it should be stated that 
/ throughout / adult life / it is necessary / to trace / these smaller bodies / that are usually 
thin / even though / the undersurface / is continued indefinitely 

Opposite / openings / in some instances / are bloodless / the principal organ / commu-
nicates / surfaces / of fat / the distance between / looking / and radiating / commences 
somewhere 

At the point where / things break up / it takes a second / to be stained / the surfaces / can be 
felt through the walls / of age / thus we are enabled / with the aid / of a lens / the simple / is 
generally absent 
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As a rule / the infantile form / courses inward / being almost completely / in contact / with 
articulation / is the fat / ascending or descending / is it / connected loosely / running paral-
lel / to the hollow / of a longitudinal wound 

A sharp blow / in cases of rupture / from want of solution / a line is then drawn / and is 
situated / a correct idea / of its shape / it possesses five surfaces / and fits under / separation 
/ is devoid of / a margin 

Belonging to a class of bodies / is sometimes / too large / each primary space / in all stages 
/ of disintegration / is thus filled / by the minute / a semi-opaque / and superficial / lowest 
point 

The obliterated remains of / this vessel / cannot / reconnect / have very little / potential / 
imperfectly isolated / and laid open / then / carried away / a honeycomb / transmitting / 
little channels / of doubtful / structure 


